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74 Letter on Coastal Road

To,        22nd July 2015  
Shri Devendra Fadnavis 
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Maharashtra 
Mantralaya 
Madam Cama Road 
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400032

Subject:  Suggestions /Objections for Hearing on the Draft Detailed Project Report of 
the Proposed Coastal Road Project.

Dear Sir,

We appreciate the effort of Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) to make 
the Proposed Draft Detailed Project Report of the Mumbai Coastal Road project public, 
and for inviting suggestions/objections.

However after scrutiny of the Report, the following are the critical observations and 
issues that still need to be addressed in the final report.

Suggestions and Objections on the Detailed Project Report (DPR) for Coastal Road

1. Every infrastructure project in the city should be looked at keeping the following in 
mind :  

(a) Its long-term impact on the development of the city;

(b) The numbers of people who benefit from it;

(c) The income class of the people who benefit;

(d) Its priority in the list of city projects;

(e) Its cost and how it can be funded.

None of these, as far as we can tell, seem to have been considered by the Government of 
Maharashtra while approving the Western Coastal Road (WCR). We believe therefore that 
the project is not properly thought through, and if it goes ahead, could be an expensive 
but inefficient use of scarce funds.
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2. The coastal road needs to be articulated with forward-looking plans of the city such as 
an updated regional development plan and an updated Development Plan so as to study 
how the design functions with the proposed reservations. Not articulating the coastal 
road in any future plans makes it impossible to study, evaluate and predict the long-term 
impacts of such a proposal. We submit that without understanding the future context of 
a massive project such as the proposed Coastal Road, the project should not go further.

3. A recent transport study1 shows that around 60% of the everyday trips in Mumbai are 
made by walking, 20% by trains, 9.2% by bus, over 8.4% by rickshaws and a mere 2.4% of 
daily trips are made by cars and two wheelers. More than half of these are surely along 
the eastern and central parts of Mumbai, meaning that perhaps less than 1% of daily 
trips might exploit the benefit of the WCR. So is this massive investment for the exclusive 
benefit of that tiny handful? 

4. This project is inefficient as it fails to add new land to the city. What the city needs 
instead is rapid transit projects that extend its transport systems into as yet untouched 
areas, and that add new land to the city, on which to locate new homes and new jobs. This 
is the only way we can hope to have affordable housing for the millions who currently live 
in slums. Current densities and crowding in Mumbai are too high to support its population 
humanely without the addition of new areas.

5. Experience shows that by moving the population from private to public modes of 
transport (which is efficient for almost all citizens), existing roads and walkways can 
suffice Mumbai’s current commuting needs. This in turn enhances the highly prioritized 
pedestrian ease.

6. World over cities are either removing highways or refraining from constructing new 
highways in their midst2. For example, the Big Dig project in Boston (the Central Artery), 
has proved highly effective as it got rid of expressways by employing an underground 
system for connectivity. The reason for taking this approach was that the expressway 
created a divide between the downtown area and the waterfront and also, as the 
expressway did not prove to be an effective solution to the main problem of traffic 
congestion. The project made available 15 acres greenway consisting of landscaped 
gardens, promenades, plazas, fountains, etc. to its citizens. This not only has positive 
social implications but also enhances the quality of life of its citizens. 
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7. Though Environmental Impact Assessment is mentioned in the DPR3, it seems no 
detailed assessment has actually been carried out. Long- and short-term understanding, 
analysis and remediation of effects of reclamation including its impact on sewage outfalls 
and lagoons, storm water drain outfalls and network, as well as natural water systems 
should be incorporated and provided for in DPR. Necessary maintenance and remedial 
implementation measures and project costs need to be included. Such a detailed study 
needs to be a non-negotiable precondition to any large project.

8. The DPR4 includes several essential key words such as climate change, rising sea 
levels, sustainability, etc. However it does not further translate these issues into tangible, 
actionable result/proposals for dealing with these issues. These keywords seem to 
remain and reflect as a form of tokenism in DPR.

9. The preceding points should give us reason to pause and think carefully, if constructing 
extensive highways is the best solution to Mumbai’s transport needs, or if it is even 
financially responsible. However, if the Government is fully convinced about this project, 
it needs to look at the Coastal Road as a public transport solution for Mumbaikars. This 
would provide for the much needed Mass Rapid Transport (MRT) alignment corridor on 
the western waterfront of Mumbai. 

10. The DPR5 does refer to (i) Metro (ii) Bus Rapid Transport System. However, it does 
not articulate any detail of these systems including how connectivity or intermodal 
transfer would be achieved. Either or both systems can be considered for the Proposed 
Coastal Road though a detailed proposal of such systems has to be an integral and non-
negotiable part of the DPR.

11. Transport studies6 indicate that the phenomenon of multi-modal trips is very high 
in Mumbai. Planning of connectivity further North and East-West with each node 
functioning as a multi-modal transport hub would be critical for effective functioning of 
such a project. 

12. Furthermore as there is a rapid growth northwards of the city especially in Mira 
Bhayander and Vasai Virar, sub regions, the MRT system (including the coastal road, 
should it be built) should extend up to Virar instead of abruptly ending at Kandivali. 
This system would benefit more than 1.6 million residents of these areas in addition to 
Mumbai residents. Given the inhuman crowding experienced in the local trains, such a 
system would also substantially relieve pressure on Western Railways, which is the need 
of the hour. 
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13. Should the Coastal Road project go forward, it would be extremely beneficial if 
the southern point of the Coastal Road connects to the southern point of the Central 
/ Harbour Railway at CST, connecting to the CST-Panvel corridor. This can be made 
possible via an underground connection so as to create a seamless circular route which 
would connect the western and eastern waterfront of Mumbai. This relatively small-scale 
project would vastly improve intracity and intercity mobility in Mumbai, thereby hugely 
benefitting commuters.

14. Most of the clover leaf road junctions and nodes on Coastal Road7 are placed over 
environmentally sensitive mangroves and mudflats. The DPR does not detail or specify 
the methodology of construction which would allow the mangrove areas to be preserved 
and conserved. In addition to mangrove forests preservation, a detailed methodology to 
protect and conserve environmental assets such as beaches should be an integral part of 
the DPR and execution process. Special care must be taken at all times especially during 
construction to ensure that tidal water reaches the mangrove forests and mudflats, 
without which these assets will perish and disappear. There needs to be detailed area-
specific assessment of issues to make recommendations pertaining to the area. 

15. The scheme presented shows extensive green areas, both between the road and the 
existing edge of the land and at the places where new offshore geometric intersections 
are laid out to connect with feeder roads. Experience shows that such green areas will 
not remain green for very long. One does not need to look beyond what has happened 
to the already minimal green areas in the city to know what the fate of these new green 
areas will be.

16. The DPR8 does identify culturally significant assets of the city such as heritage 
sites, forts, gaothans and fishing villages; however it does not recommend any tangible 
enablers to support any process for their conservation. Care must be taken to minimize 
effect on the livelihoods of the fishing communities as well as suggest a rehabilitation 
process for inclusion of those affected. These processes should include fish / net drying 
yards, boat repairs and ancillary facilities.

17. Investment attracts investment. Infrastructure investment inevitably attracts 
population and further investment by way of property development. The temptation to 
build new residential blocks and hotels with a great and unobstructed sea view will be 
impossible to resist. Any new land created other than the traffic carriageway, through any 
construction means or reclamation as part of this project, must be strictly reserved as a 
Public Open Space, as this is what the city’s people are in dire need of. This land should 
be deemed as “unbuildable” and such a reservation needs to be provided in perpetuity. 
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These areas shall be strictly developed as parks, playgrounds, promenades and gardens 
with a possibility of having separate tracks for cyclists and pedestrians along the length 
on the coastal road. Clear statutory provision for these Public Open Spaces shall be made 
before initiating any execution work of this project. 

We request you to look into the above mentioned concerns objectively as the investment 
made towards the project should be justified by the numbers of the city’s population that 
it benefits.

We will be happy to elaborate on our concerns if you would avail us the opportunity to 
meet with you in person.

Thanking You,

Yours Sincerely,

Pankaj Joshi 
Executive Director
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